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Chapter 5

DBMS integration with the Data
Cyclotron: DaCyDB

The Data Cyclotron is designed from the outset to extend the functionality of an ap-
plication for intensive data analysis. The application accesses a Petabyte scale storage
requesting data to be shared among a number of nodes to apply some filtering, aggre-
gations, data-mining or execute machine learning algorithms. The the Data Cyclotron
provides efficient access to the storage nodes by loading only the required data into the
storage ring to feed starving computations.

The entire data set can be scanned for data processing, but the main advantage
of using Data Cyclotron is the ability to specify one or more sub-sets of data from a
single or multiple data sources and access them without a priory knowledge on how the
data is distributed and its location at the computation nodes. There are several types
of applications which can benefit from the Data Cyclotron data access model. For
example:

• From a GPS database, a geographical zone is brought onto the storage ring to
collect statistics, define new roads, or be correlated with other source of data,
such as weather forecast, to search for patterns between weather state and traffic
jams [102].

• Astronomers scanning a catalog from the space, such as SkyServer [137, 67, 82],
in the search of new stars. The entire catalog is scanned but only one part of the
space, at the time, is analyzed by specific algorithms.
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• From a stream source, such as a stock market stream, different aggregations on
previous windows are kept at the nodes and the new data is sent around to update
the aggregation counters.

• Data mining on databases with a star schema. The fact tables are scanned once
and distributed and cached among the nodes while the dimension data is sent
around the ring to exploit data locality for some operators such as relational
join [55, 54].

All examples have one thing in common, they benefit from the integration of a
DBMS at each node. The application interacts with the Data Cyclotron and request data
for local processing or simply express their computations through a frontend language,
such as SQL, JDBC connector, or even directly through algebra operators. Those op-
erators are then converted to optimized primitives part of a DBMS kernel.

In this Chapter we discuss the steps taken to integrate a column-store on a full
functional Data Cyclotron, called DaCyDB. The evaluation of such an integration is
done on two different computer clusters to study throughput and data access latency
for different hardware configurations such as network bandwidth and main memory.

From the bottom to the top layer of the Data Cyclotron architecture, the Chapter
identifies the challenges and issues to cope with different bandwidths, traffic jams, un-
balanced data distribution, and a flexible query parallelism to exploit a continuous data
stream. It explains the steps to be taken by the DBMS scheduler to have an effortless
intra and inter query parallelism. Those steps are important for DaCyDB to scale up in
the absence of knowledge about the number of nodes and data location. Such flexibility
combined with iterative data loading and distributed consistency check is the key to
reduce the cumulative cost to answer the first queries.

5.1 Outline
The Chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the building blocks of Mon-
etDB and its integration with the Data Cyclotron. Section 5.3 introduces the evaluation
and the alignment of the implementation with observations done during simulation on
Chapter 4. The evaluation is then split into two sections with each focusing on a dif-
ferent layer, network layer and application layer. Section 5.4 focus on how to have a
symbiotic relationship between the network layer and the cluster for low data access
latency and high throughput. Section 5.5, through a well known benchmark for data
analysis (TPC-H), studies and explains the DBMS interaction with the bottom layers to
explore efficient query parallelism. Finally, the Chapter is concluded with a summary
in Section 5.6.
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5.2 Towards a real system
A fully functional prototype is constructed to complement and exercise the protocols
designed and analyzed through simulation. The DaCyDB prototype was realized by
integration of the software components with MonetDB 1 since its inner workings are
well known and its developers provided guidance on the internals of the system.

Its basic building blocks, its architecture, and its execution model are briefly re-
viewed using a SQL:2003 example 2. The same example is then used to exemplify
how MonetDB interacts with Data Cyclotron to fetch the data from the storage ring.

5.2.1 The MonetDB architecture
MonetDB is a modern fully functional column-store database system [105, 21, 22].
It stores data column-wise in binary structures, called Binary Association Tables, or
BATs, which represent a mapping from an OID to a base type value. The storage
structure is equivalent to large, memory-mapped, dense arrays. It is complemented
with hash-structures for fast look up on OID and attribute values. Additional BAT
properties are used to steer selection of more efficient algorithms, e.g., sorted columns
lead to sort-merge join operations.

The software stack of MonetDB consists of three layers. The bottom layer, the
kernel, is formed by a library that implements a binary-column storage engine. This
engine is programmed using the MonetDB Assembly Language (MAL). The next layer,
between the kernel and front-end, is formed by a series of targeted query optimizer.
They perform plan transformations, i.e., take a MAL program and transform it into
an improved one. The top layer consists of front-end compilers (SQL 3, XQuery 4,
SciQL [91], Jason [23], etc.), that translate high-level queries into MAL plans 5.

The SQL front-end is used to exemplify how a MAL plan is created. An SQL
query (cf., Figure 5.1) is translated into a parametrized representation, called a query
template, by a factoring out its literal constants. This means that a query execution
plan in MonetDB is not optimal in terms of a cost-model, because range selectivity do
not have a strong influence on the plan structure. They do, however, exploit both well-
known heuristic rewrite rules, e.g., selection push-down, and foreign-key properties,
i.e., join indices. The query templates are kept in a query cache.

1For the integration, we added a new optimizer to the optimizers stack, called opt datacyclotron available
in MonetDB release Oct2010

2The system including our extensions can be downloaded from http://www.monetdb.org
3http://www.sql.org/
4http://www.xquery.com/
5http://www.monetdb.org/Documentation/Manuals/MonetDB/MALreference
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SELECT c.t id FROM t, c WHERE c.t id = t.id;

Figure 5.1: SQL statement.

From top to bottom, the query plan in Figure 5.2a localizes the persistent BATs
in the SQL catalog for ID and T ID attributes using the bind operation. The major
part is the binary relational algebra plan itself. It contains several instruction threads,
starting at binding a persistent column (instruction 1) and 2) in Figure 5.2a ), reducing
it using a filter expression or joining it with another column 6 ( instructions 3) to 6) in
Figure 5.2a), until the results tuples are constructed. The last part constructs the query
result table (instructions 7) to 9) in Figure 5.2a).

The query template is processed by an SQL-specific chain of optimizers before
taking it into execution. The MAL program is interpreted in a dataflow driven fashion.
The overhead of the interpreter is kept low, well below one µsec per instruction.

5.2.2 Plan generation
An SQL query is compiled into a MAL plan. This plan is then analyzed by the
opt datacyclotron optimizer, which injects three calls request(), pin() and unpin(). The
request() identifies the required BATs. The pin() and the unpin() mark the time when
a BAT is needed and subsequently released. They exchange resource management
information between the application layer and the DaCy runtime.

The optimizer replaces each BAT bind call by a request() call and keeps a list of all
outstanding BAT requests. For each relational operator argument, it checks if it comes
from the Data Cyclotron layer. Its first utilization leads to injection of a pin() call into
the plan. Likewise, the last reference of a variable is localized and an unpin() call is
injected.

The code in Figure 5.2b is the MAL program from Figure 5.2a after being mas-
saged by the opt datacyclotron optimizer. It contains a request() call for the column id
and another for the column t id. Subsequently, the pin() call for the column t id was
inserted before the bat.reverse() operator, while for column id, it was before the first
join() operator. Their unpin() calls are injected just after their last utilization. Note that
such plan transformations are straightforward to integrate in a wide range of query op-
timizers and execution engines. Including the buffer manager of a traditional relational
database engine.

6The reverse is an internal operator to invert the BAT for a join on the OIDs.
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begin query();
1) X1 := bind(”t”,”id”);
2) X6 := bind(”c”,”t id”);

3) X9 := reverse(X6);

4) X10 := join(X1, X9);
5) X14 := reverse(X10);
6) X15 := leftjoin(X14, X1);

7) X16 := resultSet(X15);
8) X22 := io.stdout();
9) exportResult(X22,X16);
end query;

(a) MAL structure

begin query();
X2 := request(”t”,”id”);
X3 := request(”c”,”t id”);
X6 := pin(X3);
X9 := reverse(X6);
unpin(X3);
X1 := pin(X2);
X10 := join(X1, X9);
X14 := reverse(X10);
X15 := leftjoin(X14, X1);
unpin(X2);
X16 := resultSet(X15);
X22 := io.stdout();
exportResult(X22,X16);

end query;
(b) After the DaCy Optimizer

Figure 5.2: Selection over two tables.

5.2.3 Intra-query parallelism.
For large columns, and to exploit intra-query parallelism, MonetDB uses partitioned
parallelism instead of pipeline parallelism. Partitioned parallelism is more suitable
for the operator at the time paradigm used by MonetDB and to convert local execution
plans to distribute execution plans. At the same time, relational pipelines are rarely
very long. Furthermore, some relational operators do not emit their first output until
they have consumed all their inputs such as sort and aggregate operators. Skewness is
another issue since the execution of one operator is much greater than the others which
limits the speedup of a pipeline [46].

Partitioned execution offers much better opportunities for speedup and scaleup.
By taking the large relational operators and partitioning their inputs and outputs, it
is possible to use divide-and-conquer to turn one big job into many independent little
ones. This is an ideal situation for speedup and scaleup [46] and also to distribute query
execution among a group of nodes.

With vertical partitioning imposed by the use of a column-store, horizontal par-
titioning is used to split large columns into N partitions 7. The query plan is then

7These partitions are treated as normal BATs by the MonetDB kernel.
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unrolled by repeating N times the code to process the original BAT. Such approach
contrary to an iterative call within a loop allows MonetDB to explore cooperative work
and the re-use of intermediates among queries. It helps the scheduler to be more flex-
ible for any data arrival order. Furthermore, the repeated code can be wrapped into a
function to then be called for each partition arrival. It gives the flexibility to have a
mixture of push and pull operators within the same query plan. The approach has been
explored with success by Pig [123] to define efficient data flow graphs for distribute
query parallelism.

In the context of DaCyDB, depending on the DaCy buffer size, i.e., partitions size
is at most equal to the DaCy buffer size, a column is partitioned into N partitions.
Hence, instead of a bind be replaced by a single request, it is replaced by N requests.
The injection of the calls is straight-forward. For example, Figure 5.3a depicts the plan
of Figure 5.2b, but each column is now decomposed into three partitions.

The opt datacyclotron optimizer injects N requests, N pins and N unpins into the
query plan for each column. After the Nth pin() call the optimizer can insert a pack()
call. This instruction does the union of all partitions rebuilding the original BAT. Al-
ternatively, the pieces are kept independent to improve a parallel dataflow driven com-
putation. Then a pack() instruction gathers the intermediates and glues them together
to form the final result of an operator.

Figure 5.3a exhibits both cases: the instruction reverse(X6) from Figure 5.2b is
parallelized while the instruction join(X1,X9) is not. This is possible due to a distinctive
feature of MonetDB, intermediates materialization. It materializes the complete result
of each operator.

Hence, parallel processing is improved by postponing re-packing as much as pos-
sible, i.e., the subsequent instructions are parallelized using the partitioned results. In
Figure 5.3a, instruction B could also be parallelized by only doing the pack before
instruction C. The unroll of the plan is taken care by the optimizer opt unroll and its
output is represented in Figure 5.3b.

For a blocking operation, such as sort and resultSet construction, the pack is manda-
tory for assembling the partial results again. For all other operators the plan can be
unrolled as many times as possible to increase the degree of parallelism, however, we
need to be careful to not have an exponential growth of the plan size. For example, the
conversion of joins into Cartesian products or the unroll of multi-way joins. There is
a plethora of alternative query plan optimizations, whose description and trade offs are
discussed during the evaluation Section 5.5.
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begin query();
1) X2 := request(”t”,”id”,1);
2) X3 := request(”t”,”id”,2);
3) X4 := request(”t”,”id”,3);
4) X5 := request(”c”,”t id”,1);
5) X11 := request(”c”,”t id”,2);
6) X12 := request(”c”,”t id”,3);
7) X17 := pin(X5);
8) X18 := reverse(X17);
9) unpin(X5);
10) X19 := pin(X11);
11) X20 := reverse(X19);
12) unpin(X11);
13) X21 := pin(X12);
14) X22 := reverse(X21);
15) unpin(X12);
16) X9 := pack(X18,X20,X22);

17) X24 := pin(X2);
18) X25 := pin(X3);
19) X26 := pin(X4);

20) X1 := pack(X24,X25,X26);

21) unpin(X2);
22) unpin(X3);
23) unpin(X4);

24) X10 := join(X1, X9); (A)
25) X14 := reverse(X10); (B)
26) X15 := leftjoin(X14, X1); (C)

27) X16 := resultSet(1,1,X15);
28) X23 := io.stdout();
29) exportResult(X23,X16);
end query;

(a) After the opt datacyclotron optimizer

begin query();
X2 := request(”t”,”id”,1);
X3 := request(”t”,”id”,2);
X4 := request(”t”,”id”,3);
X5 := request(”c”,”t id”,1);
X11 := request(”c”,”t id”,2);
X12 := request(”c”,”t id”,3);
X17 := pin(X5);
X18 := reverse(X17);
unpin(X5);
X19 := pin(X11);
X20 := reverse(X19);
unpin(X11);
X21 := pin(X12);
X22 := reverse(X21);
unpin(X12);
X9 := pack(X18,X20,X22);
X24 := pin(X2);
X27 := join(X24, X9);
unpin(X2);
X30 := reverse(X27);
X33 := leftjoin(X30, X24);
X25 := pin(X3);
X28 := join(X25, X9);
unpin(X3);
X31 := reverse(X28);
X34 := leftjoin(X31, X25);
X26 := pin(X4);
X29 := join(X26, X9);
unpin(X4);
X32 := reverse(X29);
X35 := leftjoin(X32, X26);
X15 := pack(X33,X34,X35);
X16 := resultSet(1,1,X15);
X23 := io.stdout();
exportResult(X23,X16);

end query;
(b) After the opt unroll optimizer

Figure 5.3: MAL plan after opt datacyclotron and opt unroll.
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Figure 5.4: Execution graph.

5.2.4 Plan execution
The MAL plan is executed using concurrent interpreter threads, the workers, following
dataflow dependencies. The dataflow dependencies are organized as an acyclic graph.
Figure 5.4 contains the dataflow graph for the MAL plan in Figure 5.2b. At the top of
the graph are the instructions which are only dependent on the load of data while at the
bottom are the instructions dependent on the output of another instructions.

From the top left corner of the graph, all eligible instructions, this is, their input is
available, are inserted into a queue Q as ready for execution. In FIFO order, a worker
picks an instruction I for execution. Once I is executed the worker attempts to execute
the next instruction which was waiting for I’s output to become eligible. If more than
one, the others are added to Q.

The worker continues until it hits a blocking instruction, this is, an instruction that
depends on more than one instruction output. This group of executed instructions is
denominated as a Dataflow block. They can be executed independently from other
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instructions blocks. The first Dataflow blocks are defined around the binds, in DaCy
context, around request() and pin() calls. To not block the worker thread, a pin() call
is only set to eligible once the DaCy layer notifies the BAT arrival. This way a worker
does not block while waiting for data (cf., Section 3.3.3).

” A request() call is used to inform which data will be required. It is used by the
DaCy layer to warm up local cache through a local or a remote data load. The pin()
call is used to check the local cache for data availability. If it is not available, the
application call blocks. ... The application call remains blocked until the data chunk is
made available at the DaCy buffers. Once available, the application call resumes and
uses the data chunk for processing ”

Based on the BATs arrival, a worker selects a Dataflow block for which a BAT
is the input. It attempts to execute the entire block. A worker picks an instruction
from the queue for which the output of the executed instruction is the input. For each
instruction it does an admission check to see if there is enough resources to execute
the instruction, this is, enough memory to store the result, and apart from pin() calls,
have the input in memory. In case admission check fails for an instruction (A), the
worker attempts the execution of instructions from other Dataflow blocks. In case its
search does not succeed, it executes A with the risk of triggering another instruction
results, or inputs, of being swapped out. The admission check intends to reduce virtual
memory utilization and have balanced resource utilization, this is, a fair competition
for them.

Combined with the inter-query parallelism, the scheduler uses the arrival of a single
BAT to resume execution of a group of Dataflow blocks. Furthermore, there is not an
explicit order to process the column partitions within each individual plan. Instead, the
execution method is driven by partition availability, much like the approach proposed
for cooperative scans [155], where a query can join the column scan at any partition.

With plans extended for partitioned parallelism we maximized the opportunities to
exploit cooperative actions on the shared data chunks as they become available. Hence,
the ratio between the buffer space and the data size for the workload is less than one,
i.e., there is often more buffer space available to start newly arrived queries. The direct
data access to the RDMA buffers, and the internal query parallelism with cooperative
access to the partitions, increases the throughput and keeps the query response time
low.

Such cooperative work is only possible due to the strategy taken by MonetDB to
unroll the loops through code repetition (cf., Section 5.2.3) which combined with code
re-utilization, such as recycling [84, 83], turns the overhead of defining and executing
long plans negligible.
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5.2.5 Query distribution
A balanced system, i.e., system without hot spots, contains an equal load over all nodes.
Therefore, on query assignment, the node with ample resources or the smallest query-
queue can be chosen to execute the query. However, for decentralized architectures
determination of the right node is complex because the load of each node is not globally
known.

In most architectures the query assignment is based on a global cost model. The
cost model assigns the queries based on the data location. The success of load balanc-
ing is thus, dependent on the efficiency and precision of the cost model. However, a
shift on the data key space used by the workload requires re-allocation of the data and
a re-organization of the distributed infrastructure. The cost model precision is affected
by those changes, or in worst case, it becomes invalid. Its adaptation is complex and
temporary which makes distributed systems inflexible to fluctuations on the workload
interest.

Exploiting the fact that each individual query can be processed at any node and
inspired by an earlier attempt for a decentralized query assignment which achieves
load balancing, Mariposa [134], the DaCyDB leaves the decision to execute a query to
the individual nodes. There is no global cost model for query assignment which makes
the system flexible to scale and to exploit all available resources.

In Mariposa [134] an economic model was proposed for query assignment. In this
model, the decision to execute the query is left to the individual nodes. In [134] a node
advertises its services, buys objects from another sites and bids on queries. Each query
contains an offer for different execution times. A node, based on the local resources,
bids on queries with the goal to maximize its profit.

The DaCyDB, a decentralized distributed system, embarks on the same spirit, i.e.,
a query it is not implicit assigned to a node. Each node collects queries from a common
queue modeled as the storage ring. Unlike Mariposa, there is no bidding process, the
nodes simply select the queries with the highest priority, in a first-come-first-served
approach, FIFO.

The priority of a query is increased with each transverse of the ring and not be
picked for execution. A priority based on the number of cycles works as a timeout for
their stay in the ring and for their execution in the nodes. Each node selects the queries
with priority within a certain range, i.e., the hottest queries in the ring. In case of lack
of resources, the node postpones the selection until further release of resources.

The queries are flowing in the ring counter clockwise. Having the queries flowing
around the ring, a distributed FIFO queue is defined. It assures an equal distribution of
queries among the nodes, this is, all nodes are used to process the queries even if the
user has selected a single node to submit the queries.
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5.3 Evaluation
The primary goal of this evaluation is to identify advantageous scenarios and possible
bottlenecks of the integration of MonetDB with the Data Cyclotron. The experiments
are not intended to benchmark our novel architecture against contemporary approaches
of single/parallel solutions. The engineering optimization space for the Data Cyclotron
is largely unexplored and experience gained to date with the architecture would not do
justice to such a comparison.

The experiments are intended to align the full-functional system with the one used
for simulation. They are intended to study each layer in detail by disclosing issues not
identified during simulation and for such issues propose solutions.

Starting with the bottom layer, the network layer, micro-benchmark experiments
are used to show the influence of the hardware on the data access latency such as
network and memory bus type. We study how the ring structural organization and
number of queries per node affects latency and throughput. Furthermore, the cache
policies induce the hot-set size reduction by avoiding the circulation of unpopular data
and data re-loads.

Consequently, we focus on the application layer to study query parallelism. The
experiments intend to understand why the actual query execution model used by Mon-
etDB is not yet optimal to exploit the advantages of the Data Cyclotron. The operator
selection and intermediate results management are the points stressed. The experiments
resume to an analysis of the system throughput using a full-scale TPC-H implementa-
tion with workloads of thousands of queries and different amount of resources.

5.3.1 Clusters
The evaluation uses two computer clusters. They represent the Present and Future
for data centers. Their difference helps us to test the Data Cyclotron robustness and
efficiency for current data centers, and the feasibility of the architecture for future state-
of-the-art data centers.

Cluster 1, from our national super-computer center 8, represents a common HPC
cluster used for eScience. It is equipped with 256 machines, all of them intercon-
nected using a Qlogic 4x DDR InfiniBand card, i.e., the bandwidth is 1600 MB/sec
and the latency below 6 µsec. Each machine is equipped with 2 Intel quad-core Xeon
L5520 (2.26GHz clock), 24 GB main memory, 8 MB cache size, 65 GB scratch space
(200 MB/sec read access), PCI bus 2.0, and 5.86 GT/s (GigaTransfers per second)

8http://www.sara.nl/
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quick path interconnect. Each rack has two switches where each of them has 16 nodes
directly interconnected. Virtual memory is defined as a partition in the scratch space.

Cluster 2 is a dedicated 300 database machine cluster from the Scilens [128] project.
It is a state-of-the-art cluster exploiting new trends in networking, 40 Gb InfiniBand at
the edges and 100 Gb InfiniBand between switches. The cluster is composed of two
tiers of machines. The two tiers organization approximates the cluster to the organi-
zational structure of major data centers such as Google, Microsoft Azure, Yahoo, etc.,
this is, storage nodes separated from the computational nodes, (cf., Section 2.4).

” A server is not anymore a single box with all compute resources in it. They have
been placed in pools together with storage and memory processors. All components
have been spread around the data center and they are all interconnected through a
network. ... Cloud computing platforms such as Windows Azure, Yahoo storage, or
Google storage, have their storage services separated from compute nodes ”

The bottom layer of machines, the pebbles (aka storage nodes), consists of 144
shoeboxes with an AMD Bobcat, 8 GB RAM, 10 Gb Ethernet, and 5 2 TB HDD con-
figured as 4 in RAID0 and one system disk. The next layer, the rocks (aka compu-
tational nodes), consist of 144 shuttle boxes with 2 Intel quad-core K2600 (3.40GHz
clock), 8 MB cache size, 16GB main memory, PCI bus 2.0, 40 Gb InfiniBand, and a
2 TB HDD (145 MB/sec read access). Each rack has two switches where each of them
has 18 nodes directly interconnected. Like Cluster 1, virtual memory is defined as a
partition in the scratch space.

5.4 Network layer
The base topology used in this experiment is a ring composed of thirty-two nodes from
Cluster 1. The nodes are spread among three switches installed into two racks, rack A
and rack B. The nodes are interconnected in the same order as the one represented in
Figure 5.5.

All nodes dedicate one third of their memory for RDMA buffers, 8 GB for DaCy
storage, leaving enough memory space for intermediate query results, this is, 16 GB.
Hence, the query performance is not affected by memory BUS contention, nor being
bounded by the local disk bandwidth in case of swapping.

The micro-benchmark data-set consists of three 64-column wide tables, TA, TB,
and TC. They differ in the number of partitions (data chunks) per column: TA uses
2 partitions, TB 3 partitions, and TC 6 partitions. Each partition has 128 MB size to
optimize network transport, leading to a total database size of around 270 GB.
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Figure 5.5: Ring structure.

The micro benchmark workload is divided into 6 scenarios, S1, .., S6. Each con-
tains 1024 simple select queries over 11 randomly chosen columns, 4 joins and a pro-
jection on 3 columns all from the same table. The first two scenarios, S1 and S2 use
TA, TB is used by S3 and S4, and TC is used by S5 and S6. To have different hot-set
sizes, S1, S3, and S5 only touch on half of the columns, while the remaining scenarios,
S2, S4, and S6, touch on all columns.

Furthermore, to stress the Data Cyclotron buffer pool for data access and forward-
ing, each query keeps 70% to 90% of the requested data in the buffers, i.e., DBMS
space load, and the LOIT is kept as low as possible to maximize the amount of hot-
set data in the ring, i.e., the DaCy space load. Hence, from scenario 1 up to 6, the
DBMS space is increased shrinking the DaCy space, i.e., the available space to store
the hot-set. All workloads are executed with a low LOIT with the exception of S6
where LOIT reached the top levels due to the lack of space in the storage ring to
accommodate the hot-set, which aligns with the observations in Section 4.3.1.

The data is distributed among the 16 nodes, 7 from rack B (within the same switch)
and the remaining ones from rack A (within the same switch), see Figure 5.5. The
un-balanced distribution is used to study tension on the node’s buffers for data loading,
forwarding, and processing. On the other hand, the queries are flowing counter clock-
wise in the ring and nodes automatically pick and execute one query at a time, this is,
a balanced distribution of their execution among the nodes.
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Figure 5.6: Query average time per node.

5.4.1 Bandwidth
The first experiment aims to study the relation between the hot-set size, bandwidth, and
query average response time. For the six scenarios the query execution time average
is pictured in Figure 5.6. For different hot-set sizes, the Data Cyclotron was able to
provide the required data for the queries at high speed. The average time increase is
close to linear for the ones with the low LOIT , i.e., the complete hot-set is kept in the
ring.

Despite buffer contention for data access and forwarding, the data stream achieved
1.3 GB/sec in the best cases and 0.9 GB/sec in the worst cases. In the same order of
magnitude the nodes were receiving data, this is, bi-directional traffic was 2.6 GB/sec
for best cases and 2.1 GB/sec for worst cases 9. The measurements are the average time

9The 1.8 GB/sec would be worst case if a node, at same time, sends and receives data from a different
rack which is not the case.
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Protocol bw mode min bw max bw
tcp uni-directional 0.50 GB/sec 0.90 GB/sec
rc uni-directional 1.40 GB/sec 1.60 GB/sec
rc bi-directional 2.98 GB/sec 3.15 GB/sec

Table 5.1: Cluster 1 - Bandwidth measurements.

to receive and forward 100 partitions of size 128 MB.
Compared to isolated measurements done through a benchmark to measure RDMA

and IP performance, qperf [61], the achieved bandwidth is not far from optimal. On
Table 5.1 10, are the measurements using qperf for hundred messages (-n 100), of size
128 MB (-m 128M), using a MTU of size 2k (-mt 2048) and with polling mode 11 off
(-cp 0).

The benchmark results are near to the theoretical optimal of the network hardware
confirming an excellent network configuration. However, for a non-isolated scenario
like the Data Cyclotron, i.e., the memory bus and the CPU are also busy with data pro-
cessing, achieving the optimal bandwidth is not always possible. Furthermore, without
a monitoring tool for the asynchronous communication of RDMA at Cluster 1, the
reported times are not isolated measurements. They contain some noise such as the
latency of the signals to acknowledge the received data and selection of the next buffer.

The results demonstrate how well the buffer space is managed between the Data
Cyclotron and the DBMS. Unfortunately, the 1.3 GB/s bandwidth is only achieved
within the same hardware rack and network switch. The ratio between the hot-set size
and the query execution time average shows that for each extra GB of hot-set data, the
execution time of a query increases between 750 milliseconds and 950 milliseconds,
i.e., it is bounded by the network bandwidth.

The inherent data flow, i.e., the intra-query parallelism, makes possible to access all
data needed within a single DaCy-cycle. Hence, for I/O bounded workloads the query
execution is bounded by the hot-set size, network bandwidth and buffer space. Hence,
the data access latency is the major cost in the response time. The Data Cyclotron
is, however, intended for heavy and complex analytic queries composed of instructions
with execution time reaching a few hundreds of seconds. This creates an interval where
data access overlaps with data processing and, due to RDMA, without taking CPU
cycles.

10TCP is the acronym for TCP socket while RC for Reliable Connection protocol for RDMA.
11Relevant to the RDMA tests and determines whether they poll or wait on the completion queues. If

OnOff is 0, they wait; otherwise they poll.
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5.4.2 Traffic jams
The experiment in Section 5.4.1 attempts to study the consequences of traffic jams in
the query average time. Traffic jams, also known as traffic congestion, is a condition
on networks that occurs as use increases or at some point the link capacity shrinks.
It is characterized by slower speeds and longer queues. With a ring configured as in
Figured 5.5 and bandwidth variation when crossing a switch, or a rack, traffic jams will
certainly happen.

Traffic jams are only visible for a large ring. For large rings only a sub-set of nodes
has the data forwarding slowed down while on others it flows at normal speed without
any congestion. In small rings, after a certain period of time, due to the traffic jam
backwards propagation, all nodes become overloaded, therefore, they all forward data
at the same speed. The traffic jam propagation depends on congestion at the nodes
buffers. Higher the number of nodes with congestion far away goes the traffic jam
propagation. As a result, the data access latency increases.

In Figure 5.6 for scenario S6, a traffic jam propagation s visible among the sub-
set of nodes located between A12 and B25. With the nodes located in two different
racks, A and B, and all of them loading data, the traffic jam from the edge nodes 12 is
spread among their neighbors. The traffic jam propagation is due to the tension on the
their buffers. It quickly synchronizes the data forwarding speed of the entire sub-set of
nodes.

The nodes on the other half of the ring do not have traffic jam propagation. Traffic
only slows down at the edge nodes. A clear example is A18. It has higher query
average time compared to its neighbors.

Nodes receiving data from edge nodes are the ones with highest number of empty
buffers. They send data faster than they receive. Hence, no cache clean is triggered
and data chunks have always space to be kept for execution. For this reason, the query
response time at these nodes tends to be lower than the other nodes. A good example
is node A16.

On all other nodes, the synchronization of data forwarding imposes a similar query
average time among the nodes, with few exceptions. For node B25, it was expected an
increase of the response time due to the amount of data loaded by the preceding nodes
and for being an edge node. However, Figure 5.6 shows the opposite. The reason
for this exception comes from the average time to fulfill requests. B25 has the best
average time among all nodes.

For workloads like S6, and a small storage ring, not all data chunks can co-exist at
the same time in hot-set. Hence, their re-load is constantly requested. With requests

12A edge node is a node which communicates with a node from another switch.
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Protocol bw mode min bw max bw
tcp uni-directional 0.90 GB/sec 1.20 GB/sec
rc uni-directional 3.00 GB/sec 3.10 GB/sec
rc bi-directional 4.00 GB/sec 4.03 GB/sec

Table 5.2: Cluster 2 - Bandwidth measurements.

flowing counter clockwise, data clockwise, and data loaded in half of the ring preced-
ing B25, B25 has the best location for the lowest average time for data access latency.
On the other hand, A12 has the worst location.

Does a wider link reduce the buffers tension and eliminate traffic jams?

Cluster 2 is equipped with QDR InfiniBand (40 Gb/sec signal rate) instead of DDR
InfiniBand (20 Gb/sec signal rate). A wider network link since it has 4 GB/sec data
rate in theory. However, in practice the real date rate speed is always below the theo-
retical value. To determine the real uni- and bi- directional bandwidth, we have used
once again qperf benchmark to determine the real link bandwidth. The results are
summarized in Table 5.2 13.

Contrary to Cluster 1, the bi-directional bandwidth is not twice the uni-directional
bandwidth. After some investigation and isolated benchmarking, the memory bus
slots and its version, i.e., PCI bus 2.0, were identified as the reason for such low bi-
directional bandwidth. The nodes composing Cluster 2 are commodity desktops which
have PCI bus 16x slots to plug graphic cards. Such slots have asymmetric bandwidth
contrary to the 8x slots used for servers. The same benchmark on two independent
servers showed a bi-directional bandwidth of 6.52 GB/sec while the uni-directional
bandwidth was 3.39 GB/sec.

The bi- and uni- directional bandwidth for the two independent servers is an indi-
cation that, even with proper slots, the PCI bus 2.0 is the bottleneck for remote data
access instead of the QDR network link. The expected results are 3.8 GB/sec uni-
directional bandwidth and 7.6 GB/sec bi-directional bandwidth. Such values are only
possible with PCI bus 3.0.

The authors in [98], for a smaller scale problem and with nodes wired back to back,
this is, without a switch, have studied the bandwidth differences between the two PCI
bus versions. The work shows why the CPU, chipset and the memory bus are three
important factors to achieve the optimal bi-directional bandwidth. Their evaluation

13TCP is the acronym for TCP socket while RC for Reliable Connection protocol for RDMA.
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Scenario Time (sec)
S2 14.40
S4 18.73
S6 28.49

Table 5.3: Cluster 2 - Average response time per query.

suggested that PCI bus 3.0 is the one to be used to achieve the maximum bi-directional
bandwidth. Not only for its wider links, but also for the encoding used. The encod-
ing used by PCI 2.0 is the 8B/10B (every 10 bits sent carry 8bits of data) instead of
64B/66B (every 66 bits sent carry 64 bits of data) used by QDR. For the later the
overhead is 3.125% while for 8B/10B encoding has 25% overhead.

With 2.0 GB/sec as the maximum bandwidth achieved in each direction, Cluster 2
only offers 1 GB/sec extra bi-directional bandwidth compared to Cluster 1. To deter-
mine how far is the bandwidth achieved by Data Cyclotron from this isolated measure-
ments, the micro-benchmark was re-run for 16 nodes within the same switch and 32
nodes spread among two switches.

The bi-directional bandwidth achieved in both rings was near to 4.0 GB/sec among
all nodes and no traffic jams were detected. With PCI bus 2.0 and asymmetric band-
width, the links are never saturated, therefore, there is not traffic jams at the edge nodes.
Without traffic jams and higher bandwidth, the tension on the nodes buffers is also re-
duced contributing for lower query response time. The result in Table 5.3 confirms
that. Using only the three scenarios of 64 columns, this is, S2, S4, S6, we see an
improvement of factor 1.3, 1.5, and 1.3 14.

5.4.3 Dynamic readjustments
To reduce tension on nodes buffers and data access latency, ownership delegation was
introduced for clusters like Cluster 1. With ownership delegation, a node is now al-
lowed to delegate some data chunks ownership when an high LOIT does not reduce
the tension on its buffers.

In the context of the scenario from previous Section 5.4.1, the groovy nodes 15

would tag a sub-set of the most frequently loaded chunks to be unloaded by non-groovy
nodes. Hence, nodes on the right side of the ring, Figure 5.5, would load data chunks

14Factor 1.2 if compared with the right side response times and factor 1.4 if compared with left side
response times.

15Sub-set of nodes from which most of the data is requested.
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Figure 5.7: New ring structure.

with the tagDelegated, so nodes on the left side of the ring would take over their own-
ership. The ownership delegation is used to reduce traffic jams created by congestion
on DaCy storage for data loading and forwarding. The readjustment is independent of
the application layer and it is all conducted by the DaCy layer.

Ownership delegation is, however, not enough to avoid traffic jams at the edge
nodes. For this situation, the bandwidth in all nodes needs to be re-adjusted to the
lowest level 16. Hence, in Cluster 1 the inner switch forwarding speed should be equal
to the forwarding speed at the edge nodes, i.e., homogeneous bandwidth among all
nodes.

The adjustment can be done at hardware level or at the software level. At hardware
level, nodes from the left side of the ring, from rack B, would be mixed with the
nodes from rack A. Such re-organization would impose to the data flow a lower data
forwarding speed due to the frequent hops between both racks, see Figure 5.7.

At software level, the adjustment would be based on variations of the DaCy-cycle
duration and collection of statistics. However, the precision of decisions based only on
these two factors would be lower than the ring re-organization. Another reason for a
physical re-organization of the ring is to have the same average of hops to request and
access a data chunk on all nodes. In the coming Chapter 6 the dynamic adjustment

16The general concept is highly used on traffic control on high-ways, this is, it is better to move at a lower
speed than be blocked in a traffic jam.
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of resources is introduced to envision a more flexible architecture to cope with load
balancing challenges.

5.4.4 Adaptive nodes
A the Data Cyclotron ring is composed of nodes with autonomous and dynamic be-
havior towards the workload on the system. Each node tries to accommodate as many
queries as possible exploiting its resources and thus improve throughput. Hence, each
node dynamically adjusts the number of internal clients to pick queries for execution,
i.e., pickers, and the number of DaCy buffers to store application data.

A picker is a thread that picks a query, sends it for execution and returns the re-
sult. The query in compiled into a set of Dataflow blocks, i.e., group of instructions,
which compose the query execution plan. The instructions composing these blocks are
inserted into a queue Q for execution.

On the other side of the queue are the workers, threads that execute Dataflow
blocks. Based on the arrival of a BAT, a worker selects a block for which the BAT
is the input data. It attempts to execute the full block and once done, it moves to the
next block which has input data available (cf., Section 5.2.4).

The initial number of pickers is one while the number of workers is determined
by the number of cores of a node. A node with N cores allocates one core for DaCy
routines and the remain ones, N− 1, for workers 17.

The number of workers is constant, however, the number of pickers increases or
decreases over the time based on the workload characteristics. For I/O bounded work-
loads, the number of pickers is increased to explore cooperative work between them,
i.e., different blocks of instructions can use the same input data. On the other hand, for
CPU bounded workloads the number of pickers is kept as low as possible to have less
instructions competing for the available CPU cycles.

For the micro benchmark scenarios, the workloads are I/O bounded. Using Cluster
2 and scenarios S2, S4, and S6, the number of pickers is increased step wise by one
picker until the queries get blocked. Queries get blocked when the application space
together with the neutral zone is not enough to store all required data chunks to proceed
with the execution of Dataflow blocks (cf., Section 3.5.1).

” The DaCy storage is divided into the DaCy space and application space. A low
number of free buffers for transit data slows down the data propagation, therefore, it
decreases the global throughput. On the other hand, few buffers to store data for the
application degrades the performance of local computations. ... The DaCy sets a min-

17The thread assignment to the cores is left to the Operating System.
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imal number of buffer space for each type of data. The remaining space, neutral zone,
is used for both data types depending on the workload requirements ”

On the first attempt, for S2 and S4 the queries got blocked once the number of
pickers was increased to three. For S6, queries got blocked for two pickers. With all
requests getting eligible at query initialization time, the pin() calls from all queries had
to compete against the scarce number of buffers available. For example, each S6’s
column has six partitions, with queries with low number of dependencies, almost all
pins become eligible. Hence, several Dataflow blocks are initialized. Each of them has
input data which is only released once its output is used by the preceding operator, often
a blocking operator. During its processing, views are used for efficient utilization of
memory for intermediates. Therefore, if the blocking operator is waiting for the output
of another Dataflow block which does not have free DaCy buffers to pin its input data,
the query execution gets blocked.

To solve the issue, the opt datacyclotron optimizer was improved to reduce the
number of requests eligible for execution. Instead of making all requests eligible, the
optimizer makes X requests eligible while the remain ones become eligible as pin calls
are executed. With the new optimizer version, the MAL plan from Figure 5.3b is now
replaced by the MAL plan from Figure 5.8.

To control the eligibility of a request() a new input argument was introduced. For
the first requests the input value comes from the instruction init() 18. It is the first one
to be executed and sets the first X requests eligible for execution. In this example, X
has value two. The remain requests use the output of remaining pin() calls to become
eligible. For example, the request represented by instruction B) is only eligible for
execution once the pin represented by instruction A) is executed.

Using the new version of opt datacyclotron, we re-run the queries using different
number of pickers. Different values of X were used to see how this configuration
parameter affects query average response time. The values of X were chosen based on
the maximum number of data chunks requested in each scenario. For S6 each columns
has six partitions which means each query requests 66 different data chunks. For S2 a
column has two partitions, therefore, only 22 data chunks are requested per query. The
most relevant results are picture in Table 5.4.

Reducing the number of eligible requests, the query response time increases. The
more partitions a column has, the higher is the impact in the query response time.
Nevertheless, the reduction of eligible requests reduced the number of buffers in the
application space. To exploit this extra space to store input data we increased the
number pickers step wise from one to four pickers for each scenario and for each value

18The BAT is used as input only for eligibility control and not for processing.
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begin query();
X1 := init();
X5 := request(X1,”c”,”t id”,1);
X11 := request(X1,”c”,”t id”,2);
X17 := pin(X5); (A)
X12 := request(X17,”c”,”t id”,3); (B)
X18 := reverse(X17);
unpin(X5);
X19 := pin(X11);
X2 := request(X19,”t”,”id”,1);
X20 := reverse(X19);
unpin(X11);
X21 := pin(X12);
X3 := request(X21,”t”,”id”,2);
X22 := reverse(X21);
unpin(X12);
X9 := pack(X18,X20,X22);
X24 := pin(X2);
X4 := request(X24,”t”,”id”,3);
X27 := join(X24, X9);
unpin(X2);
X30 := reverse(X27);
X33 := leftjoin(X30, X24);
X25 := pin(X3);
X28 := join(X25, X9);
unpin(X3);
X31 := reverse(X28);
X34 := leftjoin(X31, X25);
X26 := pin(X4);
X29 := join(X26, X9);
unpin(X4);
X32 := reverse(X29);
X35 := leftjoin(X32, X26);
X15 := pack(X33,X34,X35);
X16 := resultSet(1,1,X15);
X23 := io.stdout();
exportResult(X23,X16);

end query;

Figure 5.8: MAL plan after being unfolded by new opt datacyclotron.
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Figure 5.9: Throughput gain compared to one picker.

of X.
For scenarios with high number of partitions, such as S6, the reduction of eligible

requests has to be aggressive if we want to have more than one picker, and thus increase
throughput. In Figure 5.9 is the relative gain in throughput per node compared to the
one picker results from Table 5.4.

X S2 S4 S6
64 14.6 (sec) 18.7 (sec) 28.5 (sec)
32 14.7 (sec) 32.2 (sec) 50.2 (sec)
20 19.5 (sec) 35.3 (sec) 63.2 (sec)
16 25.6 (sec) 41.5 (sec) 72.1 (sec)

Table 5.4: Average response time per query for controlled eligibility.
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The increase of throughput is evident. The main reason for its increase is the direct
access to data from the DaCy buffers. Those data chunks are in-use, or were just
used, by the other local queries. The higher the number of pickers, the higher is the
probability to have the requested data in local DaCy buffers.

The difference for the throughput gain between each scenario comes from the in-
crease of competition for the empty buffers to store input data. The competition is
directly proportional to the number of data chunks per query. Such competition is iden-
tified by the query response time standard deviation. For X equal to 32, S4 had some
query execution times above 80 seconds for three pickers and queries getting blocked
four pickers. In scenario S6, few queries crossed the line of the 100 seconds for two
pickers and get blocked after three or more pickers. Despite the increase of query
response time, the throughput increased even more. The highest gain goes for S2, a
factor five improvement while query response time decreased to 1.8 of optimal. For
optimal results, the scheduler should give priority to the requests which are requesting
data chunks already in the hot-set or in cache.

This experiment shows how local resources can be exploited to improve through-
put. Through a configuration variable the user can now trade query response time for
higher throughput and vice-versa. The number of pickers is then dynamically adjusted
to avoid data starvation. For complex queries, the variable is used to control the vir-
tual memory usage. The study of its benefits, in the context of complex queries, is
postponed to Section 5.4.4.

5.4.5 Ring extension
Any system configuration faces the point that it lacks resources to accommodate a
timely execution of all queries. In the Data Cyclotron this can be partly alleviated
using a ring extension. With the same setup, the ring on Cluster 1 is extended twice
through insertion of 16 nodes: R1, R2, and R3.

Global throughput.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.10. For each scenario the
average time for each query remains almost the same as for the first extension. In the
second extension the average time over all scenarios increased between 10 and 16%.
With up to 48 nodes, the throughput per node increased slightly. However, for rings
beyond 64 nodes we reached a saturation point and the throughput per node decreased
by 13%. The length of the ring lead to an higher data latency, but since the hot-set size
did not change, and with an high bandwidth being available, the system throughput
increased by 70% when 16 nodes were added. Addition of another 16 nodes only
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Figure 5.10: System throughput.

brought 14% improvement (except for S5). It indicates that the saturation point is
reached by another extension of 16 nodes.

The same experiment on Cluster 2 showed the saturation point is only achieved
with a slightly larger ring. With a faster network link, the traffic jams due to tension
on the node’s buffers became almost un-noticed for large rings. It promotes the idea
that the Data Cyclotron becomes more efficient for data centers with higher bandwidths
than the ones used for these experiments. Hence, with the road-map for network hard-
ware the Data Cyclotron can use rings over multiple racks with low deterioration of the
global throughput.

Throughput per node.

The number of data chunks per scenario is summarized on Table 5.5. Knowing
that queries are network I/O bound, the throughput per node is inversely related to
the hot-set size, Figure 5.11. For example, S2’s hot-set size is two times bigger than
S1’s hot-set, the throughput per node for S2 is two times smaller than S1. The same
correlation between the hot-set size difference and the throughput per node, with some
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Scenario #columns #partitions #data chunks
S1 32 2 64
S2 64 2 128
S3 32 3 96
S4 64 3 192
S5 32 6 192
S6 64 6 384

Table 5.5: Number of data chunks for each scenario.

noise, holds for S3, S6, and S4. The noise is related to the number of partitions per
column. The more partitions a column has the easier it is for MonetDB to exploit
intra-query parallelism.

The different number of partitions raises also another interesting observation. Com-
paring S5 and S4, S5 hot-set has the same number of data chunks as S4, however, S5’s
throughput per node is similar to S2 instead of S4. Queries in S5 despite requesting
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Figure 5.12: Query execution average per ring.

more data than S4, they request the same number of columns as S4. Since partitions
for a column tend to be loaded within the same DaCy-cycle and travel together, or at
least, are seen within the same DaCy-cycle, S5 queries have higher probability to fulfill
a sequence of requests within a DaCy-cycle.

The difference is emphasized in this context due to the query simplicity which
allows perfect intra-query parallelism without access to the virtual memory to store in-
termediates. For more complex queries, the dependencies between instructions might
reduce this gain in throughput. The same might happen on nodes with lack of re-
sources to store intermediate results. Those scenarios and issue are studied in detail in
Section 5.5 using a well known benchmark for data analysis, TPC-H, and nodes with
different memory size.

Query response time.

For all scenarios, with the exception of S6, the query execution average had the
lowest value for the 48 nodes ring, Figure 5.12. The storage ring provided by 48 nodes
is capable to keep most of the hot-set in rotation. Hence, the latency added by 16 extra
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nodes is fully absorbed by the average data access time. With the required data chunks
flowing around, smaller is the average time to request them.

For S6, the same effect is only visible with an extension lower than 16 nodes. The
tension at the groovy nodes buffers, keeps the average time data access still high which
avoids the extra latency imposed by the new nodes to be absorbed.

For all scenarios the optimal number of nodes, for the highest throughput while
keeping the same query average time is thus, only identifiable with a step wise ring
extension. The nodes should be added one at the time, or in small sets. The new nodes
should enter the ring next to the groovy nodes to absorb part of the tension on their
buffers. In other situations, the ring might have to shrink and the number of queries
picked by each node for execution dynamically adjusted. The trade offs of this dynamic
adaption are presented in detail in the coming Chapter 6.

5.5 Application layer evaluation
The the Data Cyclotron is designed for applications with complex analytic queries, I/O
intensive and high throughput demands. The following study demonstrates how a Mon-
etDB should exploit its features to achieve high throughput with low query response
time. It also identifies some boundaries of the architecture imposed by the hardware
configuration and how they could be solved when a system is assembled from scratch.

For the experiments TPC-H is used as a frame of reference. TPC-H is an impor-
tant decision support workload supplied by the Transaction Processing Council 19. It
contains 22 queries which analyze relational tables for decision support for commer-
cial enterprises. Disk I/O is typically the limiting factor in the query performance of
TPC-H. The I/O incurred is due to reads rather than write operations. A particularly
characteristic for decision-support workloads.

The queries complexity and the different data access patterns create a challeng-
ing environment to identify design issues on the early stages development of a novel
architecture such as DaCyDB.

5.5.1 Access to remote memory
In workloads like TPC-H, disk operations are so dominating that the CPU utilization
is below the 50% utilization. Waiting for disk operations to complete, not only results
in poor CPU utilization, but it also significantly increases the system call overhead.
Hence, the Data Cyclotron exploits access to remote memory to reduce as much as

19http://www.tpc.org/
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Query 1 node 32 nodes 48 nodes 64 nodes
1 208.4 11.5 14.1 14.6
2 13.6 3.6 4.9 4.8
3 14.7 8.3 8.6 10.9
4 30.4 4.8 5.4 5.8
5 16.9 7 8.6 10.1
6 3.4 5.8 5.3 6.3
7 7.6 10.6 13.7 17.6
8 20.6 10 9.9 11.1

11 11.3 3.9 5.9 4.6
12 15.2 5.6 7.4 7.7
14 4.9 5.1 5.6 6.3
15 13.9 12 12.8 12.6
17 36.4 37.9 73.4 74.9
18 125.2 78.9 108.1 112.8
19 79.3 22.6 28.3 28.8
20 11 7.6 7.7 8.2
21 31.8 10.2 15.8 16.5
22 14.9 8.11 9.6 10.2

Table 5.6: Query execution times.

possible the access to the local disk. It claims, with current network hardware, that
access to remote memory is faster than access to a local disk.

In the same line as the micro-bench mark experiments, i.e., ring size and hot-set
size, we show how access to remote memory outperforms a single node disk access.
For this experiment we have used Cluster 1 and the data is distributed uniformly among
all nodes. Using TPC-H scale factor 40 and executing all queries in sequence at one of
the nodes, the response time boost is evident. The query execution time improvement
stems from the distributed data load using all nodes. Complex queries that require a
scan of the complete lineitem table, like Q1, Q5 and Q21, profit most from the parallel
data load as represented on Table 5.6.

For ring R1, there are 32 nodes reading data concurrently. It behaves like a net-
worked storage system with 32 disks with access bandwidth near to 1.3 GB/sec on
Cluster 1, not far from the 2 GB/s bandwidth achievable by an expensive state of the
art RAID system with 4 SSD disks. However, if such a system is not integrated with
DMA channels, CPU cycles will be shared between data transfer and data processing.
With the Data Cyclotron, and as a result of the RDMA benefits (cf., Section 2.6.2), the
CPU was fully devoted to data processing. Therefore, remote data access is overlap-
ping with data processing, which explains the constant gain for R2 and R3.

The results in Table 5.6 can be divided into two groups, network I/O bounded
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#Nodes Queries/sec
1 3

32 5
48 7
64 9

Table 5.7: Throughput.

queries and disk I/O bounded queries. By network I/O queries we classify queries for
which the access to remote memory increased their response time compared to access
to the local disk. In the first group are Q6, Q7, and Q14. With the queries executed
one after the other, and 24 GB of available main memory, the three queries benefit from
data loaded into memory by previous queries.

Q5 loads most of the data needed by Q6 and Q7. Hence, Q6 only needs to load
into memory a few columns from lineitem table. Furthermore, due to its low footprint,
it does not unload data to virtual memory. With lineitem columns as the biggest ones,
Q7 is the one that most profits with the access to those columns in memory. Hence,
any remote access will be slower than local memory access. The same happens for
Q14. Two of the requested lineitem columns were in memory from Q12 execution.
The other three, in worst case scenario, had to be requested which explains why the
single node execution time is near to the execution time in a 32 nodes ring.

5.5.2 Distributed cooperative work
With the data flowing trough the distributed ring buffer composed out of remote memo-
ries, the queries can be distributed among the nodes to exploit a distributed cooperative
work without increasing too much the the query response time. It definitely increases
system throughput.

However, it is still a challenge to obtain optimal throughput and the same query
response time when more than one node in the ring is executing queries. To study
the cooperative work among the nodes we used a workload composed of 1024 queries
derived from the TPC-H queries using an uniform distribution. As for the experiments
in Section 5.4 each node picks and executes one query at the time.

The results in Table 5.7 follow our intuition, there is throughput improvement.
With the hot-set of size similar to S6 from Section 5.4.2, the 64 nodes ring shows
better response time average for most of the queries. Although, the query response
time was not as optimal as expected, see Figure 5.13. A close look at the query trace
pointed towards a less than optimal exploit of the continuous data stream. The current
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Figure 5.13: Query average time with all nodes.

instruction scheduling algorithm limited each node to work in a distributed cooperative
manner.

The current execution model was designed for pure pull-based processing where
the plan is static and the data is retrieved as the instructions are executed. The intra-
query parallelism through partitioned execution (cf., Section 5.2.3) gave a new degree
of flexibility, but by itself is not enough to optimally exploit the continuous stream of
data for query plans with high number of dependencies among the instructions and
large intermediate results.

Queries such as Q2, Q4, Q11, and Q19 are the ones that suffer most from the
current query execution model. Q19 and Q11 stand as the worst cases, their response
time increased by a factor five. A close look into the query execution traces, raised a
concern already discussed during simulation, but never seen during experimentation.
It was observed that most of the data chunks required for processing had just passed
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by or have recently been evicted from the cache. It exposes the need to integrate a
beforehand cache policy. The beforehand cache policy caches data chunks up front for
computations where the pin() call was not yet registered due to a dependency, but it
will in short-time period (cf., Section 4.5).

” The runtime system through the registration time of the request() calls, and on
previous pin() calls, estimates when the data chunk will be used 20. Based on the es-
timated time, runtime system predicts if a data chunk will be used before it completes
another DaCy-cycle. If not, and in the presence of enough resources, the data chunk is
cached. The data access time is then resumed to a read from the local memory. ”

With this cache policy, the Data Cyclotron reduces the data access latency for data
chunks used in less than a DaCy-cycle. With those cached, more instructions become
eligible for execution, and thus different execution paths on the query plan can be
followed. By caching the data chunks passing by, it exploits the actual data stream
instead of requesting new data which triggers the un-load and re-load of hot-set data
chunks. An important characteristic to have cooperative work between nodes.

This cache policy reduced the data access latency, but it also stressed the virtual
memory management. With several instructions from different Dataflow blocks be-
coming eligible for execution, the memory becomes overloaded with the intermediates
of unfinished Dataflows. The more Dataflow blocks are initialized, the higher is the
number of intermediates to store. Hence, virtual memory storage is required and due
to its low bandwidth, the queries response time increases.

The issue became even more evident on Cluster 2 which has only 8 GB of main
memory for intermediates. After re-running the 1024 TPC-H queries, despite a lit-
tle throughput improvement due to higher network bandwidth, most queries had a re-
sponse time increased by a factor two or three.

In both cases, the reason for the high virtual memory utilization is the admission
policy used in the scheduler and the static number of workers assigned for query pro-
cessing. With all workers requesting instructions for execution and a scarce amount of
memory to store all intermediates, workers tend to leave the execution of a Dataflow
block and jump to another one in search of instructions with lower memory footprint.
At short term, the decision improves performance. At long runs, it creates a large list
of intermediates and the initialization of several Dataflow blocks.

As a consequence the scheduler also needs to consider virtual memory load when
choosing the right path on the execution graph. The deeper it goes in the execution
graph, the instructions input is mainly composed of intermediates. With most of them

20The estimation is more accurate if provided by the computation which is possible at registration time.
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stored in virtual memory, choosing the path which leads to the lowest virtual memory
I/O is a complex task.

Reduce the amount of intermediates.

In the context of TPC-H large intermediates are created. Hence, the number of
eligible requests needs to be reduced, to not only to increase the number of available
DaCy buffers for input data, but also to reduce the amount of intermediates. Through
the configuration variable presented in Section 5.4.4, X, the number of eligible requests
is reduced.

” To solve the issue, the opt datacyclotron optimizer was improved to reduce the
number of requests eligible for execution. Instead of making all requests eligible, the
optimizer makes X requests eligible while the remain ones become eligible as pin calls
are executed. ”

A lower number of eligible requests restricts the number of instruction eligible
for execution. Hence, the workers have less Dataflow blocks to pick for execution. It
forces them to finalize a Dataflow block before moving to the next one, i.e., the workers
tend to go as deep as possible in the execution graph before moving to the right (cf.,
Figure 5.4).

Using the new version of opt datacyclotron, we re-run the TPC-H queries with half
of the space for intermediate results, i.e., 8 GB. Using the four different values of X
and with the number of workers fixed to seven. The best query response time achieved
was with X = 20. Unfortunately, for most of the queries, the reduction of the number
of eligible requests was not enough to avoid virtual memory utilization. The reason is
the excessive number of workers.

With large intermediates and lack of space to store them, seven workers require the
used of virtual memory to store intermediates. Hence, we have re-run the non-blocked
queries with less workers. The number of workers was decreased step wise from seven
down to three. Figure 5.14 contains the relative gain compared to the runs with seven
workers. The improvement on response time is evident.

For four workers the query response time has decreased, in average, by a factor
two. For a lower number of workers, the gain starts to decrease. With fewer workers
the resources are used inefficiently, such as CPU cycles, and the data access latency
increases. With few workers a lower number of requests is registered which contributes
to a slimmer hot-set. Hence, each request requires a (re-) load of a data chunk which
taxes data access latency.

The queries not represented on the graph are the ones which got blocked in some
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Figure 5.14: Query response time gain compared to seven workers.

of the runs due to high number of dependencies. To solve the issue it required an
extension to the opt unroll optimizer to leverage the packing of intermediates, i.e.,
be more conservative and do not unroll to much the plan. With this generalization
of the unroll optimizer it was possible to execute all queries, but with performance
degradation on the other queries. The optimal design of this optimizer is part of future
research.

The experiment enhances two important features for the design of a new scheduler
for DaCyDB. The first feature, the number of eligible requests should be controlled
to force the workers to produce small amount of intermediates. Second feature, a dy-
namic adjustment of the number of workers. For optimal results, the scheduler, based
on the intermediates size, should consume the highest amount of intermediates before
they are flushed to the virtual memory, i.e., hot-potatoes.

Management of hot-potatoes.
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For Q3, most of the virtual memory traffic is created by the pack() operators. A
trace of their execution shows that the selection of instructions for execution does not
consume the hot-potatoes early enough to avoid their storage in the virtual memory.

Figure 5.15 is an extraction of the execution plan for Q3. Due to resource compe-
tition by the workers, the pack() input arguments were swapped before the instruction
was called for execution. Hence, during its execution, all the BATs have to be read
from disk to create BAT X 11. An acceptable cost since there is high competition for
resources to execute all Dataflow blocks. However, there is an extra cost due to the
fact X 11 is not used straight away. Without a direct utilization, and with high com-
petition for resources, the data is once again swapped out. At the time it is needed for
execution, the operator has to wait for its read from disk.

The admission policy by itself cannot avoid this extra write/read from/to disk. The
performance impact by this extra disk I/O can be determine through an isolated exe-
cution of Q3 with the pack’s result being used right away after its creation. Hence,
the second write/read to/from disk is avoided. Monitoring the Disk I/O, through the
command iotop, it was clear that the amount of data fetched in and out of disk has
decreased. As a result, the response time for Q3 improved by a factor three.

For other queries the packs are used by several instructions or, instructions are
dependent of several other packs. For those queries, pulling the pack next to the first
operator that uses its result is not enough to reduce the swap problem. Workers thread
simply run the hottest and eligible operators first. Furthermore, the scheduler tries
to keep all threads busy which leads to an high competition over the available main
memory and thus, forcing the use of virtual memory to assure their execution. In
addition to the dynamic adjustment of workers, a temporary pause of a worker should
also be considered.

The new scheduling model has to be more robust by following the dependency list
and for each operator, estimate the intermediate result size, and determine how much
swap traffic will be created. Then, define the order which creates the lowest virtual
memory utilization. In case of lack of memory, and with the risk to over utilize the
virtual memory, a number of workers should be paused. Such dynamic adjustment is
complex and imprecision on the decision can limit MonetDB’s capacity to scale up.
The realization and quantification of such an approach is part of on going research for
a different dissertation.

Remote memory as virtual memory?

Without doubts an improved version of instruction scheduling would equip Mon-
etDB with the tools to reduce swapping, but not to evict it for bigger scale factors. For
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begin query();

... 60 instructions ...

18391 X12 := pack( X1218, X1220, X1222, X1224, X1225, X1227 );

... 13 instructions ...

33953 X1230 := leftjoin( X1147, X389 );
36511 X1155 := leftjoin( X1147, X427 );
3 X1160 := reverse( X1155 );

... 9 instructions ...

11 X117 := request( lineitem, lorderkey, 3 );
30552 X1159 := leftjoin( X1150, X436 );
3 X1163 := reverse( X1159 );

... 2 instructions ...

4 X200 := request( lineitem, lshipdate, 3 );
52767 X1158 := leftjoin( X1149, X433);
3 X1162 := reverse( X1158 );

... 19 instructions ...

48843 X1151 := leftjoin( X1147, X401 );
47561 X1152 := leftjoin( X1148, X402 );
47949 X1157 := leftjoin( X1148, X430 );
2 X1161 := reverse( X1157 );

... 78 instructions ...

562394 X11 := pack( X1160, X1161, X1162, X1163 );
5599118 X13 := join( X12, X11 );

... 146 instructions ...

end query;

(a) MAL structure

Figure 5.15: Snipet from Q3 plan execution
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example on SF-80, pulling packs up was not enough to stop the Q3 being bounded
by the disk speed. Hence, scale up is not by itself the solution to provide the highest
throughput. The integration of a scale out solution is necessary of a flexible architecture
and balanced utilization of resources. In any case, the problem can be attenuated with
the use of remote swap or faster disks, for example, SSDs. For DaCyDB we have in
mind to explore remote memory as virtual memory store since SSDS are only efficient
for data reading, not for data writing.

Authors in [115] have taken the advantage of the RDMA and high network band-
width (InfiniBand DDR) for an efficient virtual memory to sort data. In their experi-
ments they compared the access to data in remote swap, local disk and local memory.
In their setting, the local memory was only 1.45 times faster than using high perfor-
mance networking block device (HPBD), while HPBD was 2.2 times faster than the
disk (40 GB ST340014A ATA/ATAPI-6). At the same time HPBD, thanks to RDMA,
performed 1.45 times better when using GigE (Gigabit Ethernet), and 1.29 times better
than IPoIB (IP over InfiniBand).

In the execution of a quick sort algorithm, application with intensive swapping
activity, the HPBD was not 2.2 faster than the disk, but 4.5 times, since reads were
not anymore sequential. With network speed approaching what the memory system
can deliver, such as InfiniBand QDR, remote swapping with efficient communication
protocols emerges as a viable solution to increase performance. The cost of a memcopy
is equivalent to a write to a remote memory. In the context of DaCyDB, the virtual
memory on local disk would be replaced by remote memory, accessed through RDMA.
The virtual memory would mainly be used for intermediate results. They could have
been thrown in the storage ring, however, such an approach would slow down the
deliver of input data to starving queries.

For an higher scale factor more extra nodes could be added. Instead of pushing only
the intermediate results, the instructions that use them as input could also be pushed to
exploit the idle CPU of those nodes. In any case, the solution has its limitations due
to the high cost of adding extra nodes just for remote swapping and a balance resource
utilization. The optimal solution would be the integration of horizontal scalability to
have always the highest throughput and balanced resource utilization. In the following
Chapter 6, Section 6.2, it is shown how the decentralized structure of the Data Cy-
clotron offers the means to explore a new scale out solution. A solution that exploits
the fact a computation can be divided into sub-computations and they can be executed
anywhere in the Data Cyclotron ring.
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5.6 Summary
The Chapter introduced DaCyDB, the integration of a MonetDB instance on each Data
Cyclotron node. MonetDB was chosen for being a column-store, i.e., column-stores
are known for being efficient for intense data analysis, but also for using the operator-
at-the-time paradigm and partitioned execution for efficient parallelism. DaCyDB is
in favor of partitioned parallelism since it offers much better opportunities for speedup
and scaleup then pipeline parallelism. By taking the large relational operators and
partitioning their inputs and outputs, it is possible to use divide-and-conquer to turn
one big job into many independent little ones. This is an ideal situation for speedup
and scaleup [46].

The extended plans created for partitioned parallelism are used by DaCyDB to
maximize the cooperative actions on the shared data chunks. Such cooperative work
is only possible due to the strategy taken by MonetDB to unroll the loops through
code repetition (cf., Section 5.2.3) which combined with code re-utilization, such as
recycling [84, 83], turns the overhead of defining and executing long plans negligible.
This cooperative access to the partitions together with the internal query parallelism
contributes for high throughput and low query response time.

Using two different clusters, the Chapter identified the challenges and issues to
cope with different bandwidths, traffic jams, un-balanced data distribution, and a flexi-
ble query parallelism to exploit a continuous data stream. The conducted experiments
presented and studied solutions to make DaCyDB more efficient for complex compu-
tations such as queries from TPC-H benchmark. From a better plan optimization to
an efficient management of intermediates to reduce virtual memory utilization, sev-
eral improvements were considered and some tested with experiments. The steps to
build a new scheduler, for an effortless and efficient intra and inter query parallelism,
were identified. At the same time, the protocols and routines presented for the hot-set
management (cf., Chapter 4) were also validated.

The ideas presented and tested during this Chapter define the building blocks of the
Data Cyclotron and its integration with a DBMS. The landscape of research is how-
ever hardly explored. The following Chapter introduces the most important research
direction to build an outstanding architecture for dynamic distributed data analysis.
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